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Abstract:  

Over time, due to economic and social trends, patterns of forestland ownership change.  

Because forestland owners have differing goals and levels of forestry expertise, shifts in 

ownership can affect ecosystems and timber supply.  In order to anticipate the effects of 

ownership change, it is important to track forestland ownership change as it occurs.   

 

Completed in collaboration with the University of Minnesota Extension, this master’s 

project examines changes in forestland ownership in Lake County, Minnesota between 

1996 and 2006 by piloting an approach to categorization and analysis of county 

forestland tax records.  Each owner was categorized into an ownership category, such as 

Corporate and Non-Industrial Private Forest Owner (NIPF).  Changes in the acreages for 

the ownership types were mapped on a section-by-section basis in a geographic 

information system (GIS).  By exploring the resulting maps in concert with the 

underlying dataset, patterns of forestland ownership, as well as individual land transfers, 

can be identified.   

 

The results of this project reveal the benefits and drawbacks of approaching land 

ownership change through tax records, while also providing insight into the dynamics of 

land ownership in Lake County.  Forest industry ownership declined dramatically during 

the 1996-2006 period, and split into the NIPF, Nonprofit, and “Unknown” ownership 

types.  Because of the low spatial resolution possible with this method, it is best used in 

concert with other investigatory methods.    
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Introduction:  
A large proportion of Minnesota forestlands is located in the northeastern quadrant of the 

state.  The forestlands there, as in other forested regions, represent a mosaic of ownership 

types, including nonindustrial private forestland owners (NIPFs, or family forest owners), 

integrated forest products companies, forest investment groups such as Real Estate 

Investment Trusts (REITs) and Timber Investment Management Organizations (TIMOs), 

as well as trusts and state and national governments, among others.  Over time, the 

ownership patterns of this mosaic may shift due to economic and demographic change.  

Because of the differing management objectives among these groups, changes in 

ownership could have implications for timber supply and forest ecosystems.  

 

This project pilots a method to use county tax records to explore patterns of forest 

ownership change.  The geographic focus for this study is Lake County, Minnesota, 

which stretches from the shore of Lake Superior northeast of Duluth to the Canadian 

border (see below).  By analyzing the county tax records for private forestland from 

1996-2006, I isolated patterns of change in private forestland ownership in Lake County 

and suggested subjects for new studies.  
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Map 1:  Minnesota Counties 

Source: http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/maps/stout27.gif 

 

This study was conducted in collaboration with the University of Minnesota Extension. 

Extension shares forest stewardship information with NIPF owners throughout the state.  

By analyzing private forest ownership patterns, the study provides ownership change 

information which will allow Extension to better deploy its resources, isolate priority 

target audiences, and more efficiently reach its landowner audience.  No similar project 

has been previously completed.   

 

PART I: BACKGROUND 

History of the Region:  

Since European “discovery” in the 16
th

 century, the northeastern region of Minnesota has 

been subject to waves of natural resource exploitation.  Fur trapping began in the 17
th

 

century, and logging and mining industries followed in the 19
th

 and 20
th

 centuries.  The 

historic white pine timberlands of northeastern Minnesota fueled a sawtimber boom 
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which peaked around 1905, when much of the land had been cut over.  After the 

sawtimber harvest declined, pulpwood resources were exploited.  Since the early 20
th

 

century, however, tourism has also been an important part of the economy of northeastern 

Minnesota (Vogel, in MFRC 1998).  In contrast to other areas of the country, federal 

forests, set aside in the early part of the 20
th

 century,
1
 include much of the best forestland 

in the region due to the fact that they were created on cutover areas that were abandoned 

after logging declined (Stier et al., 1999).   

 

Previous Studies:  

Although many studies have investigated nonindustrial private forest owners (see Finley, 

2006; Baughman, 2002; and the decadal National Woodland Owner Survey, summarized 

in Butler and Leatherberry, 2004), and forest ownership changes, with their attendant 

management and ecological implications (see, for example, Wolter, 2002 and Jin et al., 

2006), none has used tax records to address patterns of ownership change.  Among the 

concerns raised by these other studies are the relatively high age of typical NIPF owners 

(Leatherberry), continued subdivision of forest tracts, and shifts of ownership from 

organizations to individuals (Best, in Leatherberry), which may affect land prices, timber 

supply (Sampson in Leatherberry), and ecosystems.  Additionally, Wolter (2002) 

observed that nonindustrial forestland tended to have a high proportion of small-sized 

harvests, that interior forestland was declining in northeastern Minnesota between 1990 

and 1995, and that nonindustrial private forestland had the lowest proportion of interior 

forestland of all of the ownership types studied.  The study conjectured that small harvest 

sizes combined with uncoordinated forest management efforts to create the condition of 

                                                 
1
 Superior National Forest in 1909 and Chippewa National Forest in 1928 (Vogel, 1998).  
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low interior forest on nonindustrial private forestland.  For other work studying the effect 

of ownership on landscape pattern, see Spies (1994), Crow (1999), and Turner et al. 

(1996).  Although not all of the studies are geographically related to northeastern 

Minnesota, they help inform and refine the conclusions of this study.   

 

Another subset of forest ownership studies has focused on economic incentives or 

disincentives that underlie forest management and ownership trends.  For instance, 

because the fixed costs associated with forestland management can increase per-acre 

costs on small forest holdings, small holdings are correlated with lower levels of 

management activity.  Furthermore, those who own forestland for non-timber reasons can 

get much of their desired benefit without owning tracts large enough to efficiently 

produce timber.  These arguments are summarized in Straka et al. (1984).  Straka et al. 

also confirm that in Mississippi the size of forest holding and the wealth of the landowner 

are positively related to management practices.  Mehmood and Zhang (2001) investigated 

the causes of forestland cartelization in the United States and found that income, 

urbanization, and local environmental voting and legislation (which increases the risks of 

owning forestland) were positively related to parcelization, while financial assistance and 

costshare programs were effective in reducing the amount of parcelization.  Earlier, 

DeCoster (1998) argued that taxes, death, and uncertainty were the major drivers of 

parcelization, as forestland is handed down to newer generations and some is sold in 

order to pay property and estate taxes.  Rickenbach and Steele (2006) focused on loggers, 

and found that some logging companies have significantly adjusted their business 

structure to profitably accommodate smaller harvests on nonindustrial private forestland. 
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Lake County Statistics:  

Lake County covers 2,099 square miles of northeastern Minnesota.  It contains large 

tracts of the Superior National Forest, including parts of the Boundary Waters Canoe 

Area Wilderness, as well as state-owned forests in the northern part of the county.  Its 

population in 2005 is estimated to be 11,156, a .9% increase since 2000, which compares 

to a 4.3% increase for the state as a whole (US Census Bureau).  However, these 

estimates do not include seasonal visitors.  In a related study, I examined the tax 

addresses of forestland owners in northeastern Minnesota, to find demographic 

characteristics related to internet usage.  If nonindustrial private forest owner tax zip code 

patterns follow those for the region of northeastern Minnesota as a whole, then the 

population pattern should look like the distribution depicted in the following map, which 

shows wide dispersion of forestowner addresses.  Property owners with a primary address 

outside of Lake County may not be included in population estimates. 
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Map 2:  Mailing address zip code locations for owners of timberland (tax code 111) in nine northeastern 

counties in Minnesota.  Scaled by number of taxpayers per zip code (J. Halvorsen, 2005). 
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Internship:  

During the summer of 2005, I interned with University of Minnesota Extension, where I 

developed a method to investigate NIPF demographics.  This work was in support of an 

Extension strategic planning initiative designed to identify optimal outreach strategies.  

Knowing that an individual’s probability of internet usage is related to attributes like 

education and income that are calculated by the census, I isolated zip codes in which 

forestland taxpayers in Minnesota listed an address, and linked those zip codes to census 

data from zip code tabulation areas.  One of the primary results of that study was the 

finding that, while most experts thought that Minnesota NIPFs live in Minnesota (and a 

great deal of them do), the group as a whole has tax addresses in every state as well as in 

several foreign countries.  Furthermore, many of those with tax addresses outside the 

state appear to be concentrated in metropolitan areas, where internet access is most often 

widely available.  One important conclusion of the internship work was that a large 

proportion of Minnesota woodland owners are likely to be internet users.   
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Map 3:  Northeastern Minnesota timberland taxpayer address locations and frequencies by zip code centroid  (J. Halvorsen, 2005). 
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PART II: ANALYSIS 

The process of identifying changes in the pattern of woodland ownership in Lake County using 

tax records is primarily one of categorization and analysis.  The dataset contains federal land 

survey township, range, and section data for each parcel, owner name and address, the taxes 

owed in each year, and the acreage of each parcel.   I performed most of the work in Microsoft 

Access 2003, using update queries.  

 

Description of the dataset:   

The dataset consists of the tax records from Lake County, MN, between the years 1995 and 

2006.   Each record contains the parcel identification number, the township, range and section of 

the parcel, the tax year, taxes owed (in most cases), the acreage of the parcel, and the tax 

classification of the parcel (predominantly either 111 timberland or 151 recreational/seasonal 

residential lands, with occasional 201 residential parcels).  In Minnesota, the property owner 

does not class properties; assessors are responsible for classifying land (Lake County Assessor 

Bruce Giddings, personal communication, March 12, 2007).  The records also list the name and 

address of the taxpayer/owner.    

 

Lake County tax information is particularly rich, because the county uses a parcel identification 

system which refers to the township, range and section.  The parcel ID numbers often also denote 

the quarter section, or the part of the section in which the parcel falls.  This system is not 

universal throughout Minnesota and cannot necessarily be used in analysis of other counties.  For 

example, a parcel ID number 20-5908-08310 would be located in taxing jurisdiction 20 (Stony 

River township), in township 59, range 8, section 8.  The final three numbers would likely 
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indicate location in the northwest quadrant of the section.  The numbers move counter-clockwise 

throughout the section, so that 490 signifies northeast to southwest location, and 670 is southeast 

to southwest.  When parcels are subdivided, the new parcels are (most often) assigned a new 

parcel identification number which is related to its “parent” parcel, thus preserving the locational 

information contained within the number ( Lake County Assessor Bruce Giddings, personal 

communication, March 12, 2007).  Because of its continuous nature, this information is not 

useful in initial analysis.  However, it can be useful in follow-on investigation of particular 

parcels.   

 

For analysis purposes, the dataset is rich, but has limitations.  Some of the records are incomplete 

and do not list acreage or township, range or section.  Those parcels which do not list locational 

information could not be included in spatial analysis.  Those parcels which do list township, 

range and section could only consistently be located to the section, and to the quarter section on 

an individual basis, as discussed above.  Furthermore, the records track parcels to a maximum 

size of 40 acres.  At larger sizes, the tracts are subdivided into separate parcels for the purposes 

of tax records.  Thus, individual landowners may be counted multiple times in a single section, 

or may own tracts which cross section boundaries.  Therefore, aggregate acreage totals by owner 

can be calculated in Access, but cannot be located in space.  Given these difficulties, I analyzed 

the tracts according to aggregated ownership types.   

 

Categorization Process:  

The table of Lake County forestland tax records from 1995-2006 consisted of more than 122,000 

entries.  I individually reviewed and categorized the listed parcel owners, according to major 
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type, while preserving as much detail as possible.   By grouping landowners, I observed large-

scale intergroup dynamics that are impossible to generalize on an individual-by-individual basis.   

 

The first group was the easiest to isolate:  the corporate landowners.  I subcategorized them into 

“Corporate”, which indicates forest industry such as the Potlatch Corporation, and “Corporate 

Nonforestry”, such as the Allete Corporation, an energy company.  A great deal of information is 

available for corporate landowners, and the scope of their activities is fairly easy to ascertain.  

Additionally, they may have in-house forestry experts to help manage their forestlands.   

 

The second group of owners was major non-profit and conservation organizations, such as the 

Conservation Fund or the Nature Conservancy.  Like corporate owners, these organizations 

probably have in-house forestry expertise, and are also likely to make informed decisions about 

land management.  They are listed as “Nonprofit” in the dataset.     

 

The third group, and one of particular interest for this project, was the non-industrial private 

forest owners, or NIPFs.  I included in this group tax records listing a single name, a simple 

address, and no mention of a separate organization or legal structure, such as a trust, LLP, or a 

business.   

 

The fourth group was those parcels owned by a trust of some sort.  For those for which it was 

possible, I identified the trust by type.  They were:  

Trust\Unspec:  Unspecified trust 

 Trust\Rev:  Revocable Trust 

 Trust\Irrev:  Irrevocable Trust 

 Trust\Liv:  Living Trust 

 Trust\Interviv:  Intervivos Trust 

 Trust\Test:  Testamentary Trust 

 Trust\Char:  Charitable Trust 
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Land is often placed into trusts for beneficial tax treatment or to protect assets.  While creation of 

a trust may not have any direct relation to forest management practices, because taxes and death 

are thought to be major contributors to parcelization (DeCoster, 1998), placement of land in a 

trust may be related to its current or future parcelization status.  For the purposes of 

categorization, trusts could be formed by any number of different types of owners, and therefore 

should be kept separate from strictly NIPF or other types of ownership.  

 

Exhibit 1:  Example of the update query process.  The update query finds records matching a criterion and updates 

the information in them according to the query specifications.   

 

The fifth group, which I called “Unknown,” was the most difficult to identify and classify.  It 

includes small businesses, homeowner associations, construction companies, LLPs, LLCs, and 

the like.  In this group, there was little possibility of isolating likely forest management practices 

through business type, although it may be more likely that forestland owned by small 

construction and real estate companies will be developed.  This group comprises approximately 
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15-20% of the total number of records.  I have labeled them “Unk” to denote their unknown 

status, and to make my uncertainty explicit in the dataset.  However, I have followed “Unk” with 

my assessment of their most likely function, in order to preserve as much information in the 

dataset as possible.  For example, land owned by Betty Smith, c/o Smith Realty in Duluth (actual 

name changed), could be owned by Ms. Smith for her personal use or it could be owned by her 

realty company.  In that case, the record would be coded Unk\Eponymous Co\Real Estate, which 

retains as much as possible about the record, but which could be aggregated with other “Unk”s 

by querying records with ownership type that begins with “Unk.” 

 

I performed all of the categorizations without sorting the data by year.  Therefore, there should 

be no systematic temporal bias to the categories to which landowners were assigned.   

 

Analysis:  

Having categorized all of the records, I compared the records from 1996 and 2006 to explore 

changes in forestland ownership over a ten-year time step.  I subdivided the data into yearly 

ownership subsets, and summed or otherwise summarized categories of interest (see appendix 

for details).  To frame my analysis, I compared the amount of land in each of the major 

ownership types in 1996 and 2006.     
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1996 Ownership

NIPF

Nonprofit

Trust

Corporate/

Industry

Corporate 

non Forestry

Estate

Unk

     

2006 Ownership

Corporate 

non Forestry

NIPF

Nonprofit

Trust

Unk

Estate

Corporate/

Industry

 

Change, by percentage of acres, 1996-2006 

 

1996 2006 Change % Change

Total Acres 242739.1 238019.6 -4719.46 -2%

Corporate non Forestry 8703.25 6187.71 -2515.54 -29%

Corporate/Industry 87957.23 42386.27 -45570.96 -52%

NIPF 111676.6 118386.5 6709.96 6%

Nonprofit 1700 16896.11 15196.11 894%

Trust 20651.49 25343.05 4691.56 23%

Unk 9097.37 24675.56 15578.19 171%

Estate 247.57 183.45 -64.12 -26%  

Change, by total acres, 1996-2006 

 

Overall, the total numbers of acres represented as forestland for tax purposes decreased in Lake 

County from 1996 to 2006, by about 4,700 acres.  The most noticeable change in ownership 

between 1996 and 2006 is a 52% reduction in corporate (forest industry) ownership.  However, it 

is also important to note that the reduction of corporate ownership did not result in a surge in a 

single other ownership type.  The nonprofit/conservation grouping and the difficult-to-identify 

“Unk” category grew substantially during that time period, while NIPF and Trust lands grew 

modestly.  As shown in these tables, the large shifts to previously-small ownerships reflect an 
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increase in the fragmentation of ownership types: a type of fragmentation separate from 

parcelization to small NIPF landowners.   

 

I also observed considerable change in the tax classification of the forestland parcels in the 

dataset, as summarized in the following table.   

Class Acres, 1996 2006 Change % Change
111   

(timberland) 199061.52 77334.09 -121727 -61%

151 

(recreational) 16698.38 134982.8 118284.4 708%  

The 151 and 111 tax classifications represent the bulk of the parcels in the dataset.  The increase 

in 151-classed land may be the result of transfers from forest industry ownership to NIPF 

ownership.  While notable, it may not necessarily indicate a large change in forest management.   

 

Maps: 

To visually investigate changes in Lake County forestland ownership, I created maps to locate 

the areas of greatest change in each category, as well as in overall change.  To generate the maps, 

I exported ownership subset tables (e.g. total acres of corporate ownership in each unique 

township range section combination in 1996) from Access into ArcGIS.  The Minnesota 

Department of Natural Resources provided GIS layers of roads and other features, as well as a 

layer containing township, range and section combinations for the state.  I defined and projected 

all of the downloaded layers to NAD 83 UTM 15N.  I also dissolved internal borders within the 

individual sections on the township, range, section map, and calculated a unique value for each 

section by multiplying township by 100,000, and adding it to range multiplied by 1,000 and 

section.  I used the calculated unique value to join these map layers to the imported access tables.  

I converted the acreage layers to rasters, and subtracted 1996 rasters from 2006 rasters in order to 
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find specific areas of change.  I also overlaid my results with areas of population within the 

county, roads, and public forestland, for visual analysis. 

 

Note that areas with no change in acreage within an ownership type will not be represented on 

the maps; the maps depict only areas of change. 

(Please see appendix for complete documentation of the geospatial analysis process).   
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Discussion:  

A large proportion of sections in Lake County experienced changes in NIPF ownership between 

1996 and 2006.  However, the majority of the sections that had change in NIPF ownership 

between 1996 and 2006 showed relatively small changes in total acreage in the NIPF category, 

as shown by the midrange of the color scale (see map, p. 20).  Scattered areas had drastic 

declines in NIPF ownership, while others had large increases.  Much of the negative change in 

NIPF ownership occurred near areas of population, and tended to be concentrated near the 

lakeshore and in the southwest of the county near Two Harbors.  The clustering of NIPF changes 

near the lakeshore is not surprising, given the demand for vacation properties.   

 

Comparison of the change in nonprofit ownership (see map, pg. 23) with the change in NIPF 

ownership shows that changes in nonprofit ownership take place largely in places where changes 

in NIPF ownership do not.  It also shows that areas of change in nonprofit ownership took place 

in areas distant from the populated areas denoted by dots on the map, and from roads.  They also 

occur in clumped areas of contiguous sections, unlike NIPF changes.   

 

Comparison of the change in forest industry ownership (the “Corporate” ownership label; see 

map, pg. 22) with the change in nonprofit ownership shows that large portions of industry land 

were transferred to nonprofit control.  Furthermore, comparison of Industry change with “Unk” 

change (see map, pg. 25) shows that a large portion of the industry lands transferred to the “Unk” 

ownership type.   
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The ability to investigate transfers of ownership on both the aggregate county level and 

individual parcel transfer scale is a definitive advantage of this method of analysis.  Investigation 

of the original tax database yields details of the forest industry land transfers shown on the map.  

Potlatch, for instance, transferred a great deal of land to Wolf Lands, Inc (about which there is 

little public information and which is listed as “Unk”) in the 1996 to 2006 time period.  It also 

transferred a number of parcels to NIPF owners.  Certain NIPF owners acquired a great deal of 

the land divested by Louisiana-Pacific.  Potlatch, Louisiana-Pacific, and The Northwest Paper 

Company collectively transferred a great deal of land to both the Conservation Fund and the 

Nature Conservancy.  

 

More sections of non-forest industry corporate lands experienced a net decrease in non-forestry 

industry forestland acreage than those that experienced an increase in forestland (see map, pg. 

21).  In the original dataset, we see that there were a number of transfers between two Corporate 

nonforestry organizations: from Erie Mining to Allete Inc (a power company).  These transfers 

would not produce a change in acreage by ownership type, and therefore would not appear in 

maps of acreage change.  However, Erie Mining also transferred some land to the Nature 

Conservancy between 1996 and 2006, which would be represented on the map.  

 

The changes in the ownership of private forestland lead directly to questions of how these 

changes may affect the forest resources in Lake County.  The transfer from industry to nonprofit 

owners, for instance, is probably a transfer from one group of forest professionals to another.  

Transfer to a nonprofit does not necessarily mean that harvest will decrease.  For instance, the 

Conservation Fund operates the Manitou Reserve, a 6,000-acre working forest 
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(http://www.conservationfund.org/?article=3150&back=true.)  However, transfer to a nonprofit 

may mean that the forests are less intensively managed than they were when held by forest 

industry owners.  Transfer in large pieces to nonprofit owners may also indicate that the forest 

will be more uniformly managed than it would be under multiple owners in smaller parcels.  

Overall, in the tax records it appears that the observed industry divestitures were sold to a 

relatively small number of landowners, including large NIPF owners as well as Wolf Lands and 

the major nonprofits.  As reflected in the maps and the tax records, the divestiture of the forest 

industry land did not result in an immediate parcelization into hundreds of tiny holdings.  With 

single owners, there may be fewer edges and larger patches than under multiple ownerships.   

 

Transfer to the smaller “Unk” landowners is more difficult to interpret.  The “Unk” category is 

largely made up of small organizations whose intentions for their forestland are difficult to infer.  

Because it is made up of complicated ownership organizations, the mystery of the “Unk” group 

may stem from a simple source:  restrictions in the space provided for a name on tax forms.  

Many of the owner names include cryptic abbreviations, which contribute to the difficulty of 

their categorization.  However, some of this ownership category includes companies that could 

reasonably be inferred to be real estate or construction companies, which may develop land that 

is presently forestland.  In that way, the “Unk” category may presage conversion to non-forestry 

uses.  To the degree that this ownership class makes non-development decisions about its 

forestland, the Extension service or consulting foresters may also need to find new ways to reach 

out with educational resources or services.  Investigation of Wolf Lands, Inc., which acquired a 

great deal of forest industry land in the 1996 - 2006 period, may explain a great deal of the trend 

toward “Unk” ownership.   
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Although there are some clumped areas of large gains in trust acreage, many of the changes 

shown in the map of trust acreage change (see map, pg. 24) are small gains and take place near 

the lakeshore and near major roads.  Some sections show that trust ownership decreased, which 

would indicate that some owners took their land out of a trust.  However, those sections seem 

randomly scattered with areas of increase.  There are multiple reasons why a landowner would 

choose to place his or her land in a trust.  The major reasons are for tax reasons, to speed probate 

after death, or to shield possessions.  For instance, a doctor might place a vacation home in a 

trust so that it is sheltered from malpractice suits (Maydew, personal communication).  Some 

trusts are revocable, which means the trust can be revoked by the person who created it.  Others 

are irrevocable, and once created, cannot be rescinded; these trusts are often formed to reduce 

estate taxes (Anderson, et al., 2003).  In accordance with the numerous ways to structure a trust, 

and the numerous reasons behind their formation, it is difficult to generalize about the 

implications of an increase in trust land.   

 

The change from 111 to 151 forestland classification is also a strong trend which may signal 

changes in forestland management.  Because 111 forestland is classified as timberland, while 

151 is classified as more recreational land, harvests and management may be far less intense on 

151 lands, or may shift from timber management to wildlife habitat management.  Small cabins 

may be more common on 151 land, and it may be related to multiple uses.  However, the shift to 

151 land may also simply indicate transfer from industry to NIPF or other ownership.  
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Benefits of this Method:  

Among the benefits of the analysis of the tax data are that it is inherently objective and factual; it 

cannot be “gamed” by survey respondents and thus may be less subject to bias.  Also, the 

categorization of forestland types, such as 111 or 151, is determined by a county assessor, rather 

than the landowner, which further contributes to its independence from landowner biases (though 

it may make the method subject to tax assessor bias towards higher-revenue classifications).  

Furthermore, the dataset is reliably collected every year and does not require incremental 

collection efforts.  By categorizing the ownership of the privately held land parcels, and viewing 

them in comparison to one another, we are able to see multiple vectors of ownership change all 

at once, rather than focusing on one ownership type, such as NIPF owners.  Furthermore, we can 

observe changes in larger areas, such as the county as a whole, which can complement local 

anecdotal information about recent land transfers.  We can also investigate ownership trends on 

multiple levels:  at a county (or regional) level via mapping of aggregate change, and within the 

individual tax records themselves by tracking parcel ID numbers through time.  

 

Drawbacks of this Method and Dataset:  

Unfortunately, the method I have outlined also has drawbacks, and is most successful in concert 

with other research.  The categorization process is difficult to automate and is therefore 

extremely time-consuming.  Because it is human-mediated, the results could change over time 

depending on who performs the analysis.  Furthermore, because the data as currently analyzed 

include only location of ownership to the section level, rather than to the parcel level, the spatial 

analysis is fairly grainy and is best suited to larger timesteps.  The larger timesteps, in turn, may 

“miss” some intermediate shifts in ownership.  The maps, while they show areas of ownership 
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change, do not show areas of static ownership.  A separate series of maps would be needed to 

show ownership types by section in individual years.   

 

Recommendations for the Future:  

If tax record analysis were expanded to other counties, the outcomes would provide a basis of 

comparison between counties.  Additionally, the results from multiple counties could be 

aggregated to form a regional assessment of forestland ownership change.  From a process 

standpoint, the analysis could be updated to include more precise locational information, such as 

that included in the parcel identification numbers, so that they result in more spatially exact 

analysis.  The process could also be updated to include more sophisticated Access queries to 

automate categorization. The mapping method could also be refined so that the maps include 

areas of static ownership as well as areas of change.   

 

Among the most important results of this method of tax record analysis are new questions about 

forestland ownership dynamics which can be investigated in follow-up studies.  Future research 

might be directed to the “Unk” category of owner, which is increasing in comparison to other 

landownership types.  Future research could also explore management differences between the 

151 and 111 tax classes.  Creation of a Markov model to track transfers between ownership types 

would also be useful.  

 

Summary:  

The method of tax record analysis outlined in this paper successfully summarizes changes in 

forest ownership types in Lake County.  Tabular analysis of forestland tax records categorized by 
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ownership type shows a large decrease in forest industry ownership, and an increase in nonprofit 

and “Unknown” ownerships between 1996 and 2006, while NIPF land remained relatively 

constant as a percentage of forestland parcels.  The tax records also show a large increase in 

seasonal/recreational (151) forestland during the same time period.  As part of ongoing efforts to 

monitor forestland ownership change in Minnesota, this project also points to areas of further 

research, such as investigation of the ascendant “Unknown” ownership type.  With knowledge 

about forestland ownership change, University of Minnesota Extension can tailor its programs to 

provide maximum benefit to its constituencies and help to steward Minnesota’s forests into the 

future.   
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Appendix 1: Access Process  

Part I: Categorization 

1.) Create access database and import data.  Define type of data, etc.  

2.) Create blank “Type” category.  

3.) Sort by owner.  

4.) Perform update queries to populate “Type” category.  

 a.) Select a new query 

 b.) Choose “design view” 

 c.) Add the relevant table (most likely the full dataset) 

 d.) Populate the relevant fields using the pulldown lists: for instance, one might, at a 

minimum for categorization purposes, choose owner name and type.  

 e.) Right-click in the gray area above the fields and next to the input table icon, and select 

query type.  Specify “update query.” 

 f.) In the “update to” row, you will write the ownership type to which the owners will be 

updated.  

 g.) Type owner names in the “criteria” section of the owner column, as they appear in the 

database.  You can list up to ten at a time.   

 h.) When all desired owners are listed, click the exclamation point icon on the top 

toolbar.  This will perform the update.  (Beware that this is a permanent change to the dataset; 

make changes with caution and maintain a backup database.)  

i.) Clear the query fields, and continue to input owners until all have been updated with 

their ownership type.   
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Exhibit 1: Create a new query in design view. 
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Exhibit 2: Select an update query by right clicking in the gray area above the fields, selecting 

“Query Type,” and then sub-selecting “Update Query.”   
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Exhibit 3: Fill in owner names and update to desired type.  Click the red exclamation point icon 

on the top toolbar to execute the update.  

 

Part Two: Using Queries to Select and Aggregate 

To use the categorized ownership database, one must be able to select records of interest.   

In order to join the Access data to the geospatial files based on township/range/section unique 

values, I created a blank column in the database, called TRS_Calc.  To do so, I opened design 

view for the table, and created a new field value, of the data type “number.”  The calculation of 

the values must be done in a query, while you are extracting and sorting records for other 

purposes.  

1.) Open a new query, in design view.  To create a sum query, click the sigma (Σ) symbol on 

the top toolbar.  (See exhibit 4, below.)  

2.) Select all relevant fields from the pulldown menus.  If I were querying all sections that 

had NIPF owners in 1996, I would select “Type” (NIPF), “TxYr” (1996), and 

“TRS_Calc.” 

3.) Right-click on the TRS_Calc field (see Exhibit 5, below), and select build in order to 

create an expression that will calculate values for the field. 

4.) Write an appropriate expression in the box that appears (see exhibit 6, below).  To 

calculate TRS_Calc, I used the following expression:  

 

TRS_Calc: [TSP]*100000+[RNG]*1000+[Sec] 

 

5.) If I wanted to find unique owners in 1996, I could select “group by” in the ownership 

column, and if I wanted to sum the number of acres which each of those owners hold (if, 
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for instance, the owner holds more than 40 acres, which is a full section of land and the 

maximum parcel size recorded in Lake County, or if the owner holds land in several 

different sections.)  Note that sometimes, if a very complicated query is required, the user 

may have to use successive query functions, by querying the results of queries, in order to 

pare the data to the desired combination of factors.   

6.) Save the query, if desired.  

7.) To export the query:  after saving, right click on the query in the query menu (see exhibit 

7, below) and select “Export.” For GIS purposes, I prefer to export as a dBase table.  

 

 

 
. Exhibit 4: Click on the sigma symbol in order to create sum query.  
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Exhibit 5: Right-click on TRS_Calc and select “Build” in order to input an expression.  
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Exhibit 6:  Use expression builder to write an expression that will populate the field.  
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Exhibit 7: To export, right click on the desired query, and select “Export.” 

 

Additional notes:  

One can also use crosstab queries, if appropriate.  This option can be selected from the same 

right-click pulldown menu that contains the “Update Query” option.  
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Appendix 2: GIS Analysis Steps:  

 

1.)  Import Lake County township and range vector data from MNDNR Data Deli into ArcGIS 

or another geospatial analysis software.  

Define the projection of the files to be UTM 15 N  NAD83 (as outlined in metadata).   

Project files to UTM 15N NAD83.  

2.) In township/range/section attribute table, create a new column and calculate new unique 

values for each township/range/section combination. (Note: the analyst may have to add 1 to all 

of the FID values in the file prior to performing this step.  The program sometimes refuses to 

perform the function when there is an FID equaling zero.)  

 a.) Multiply the township value by 100000 

 b.) Multiply the range value by 1000 

 c.) Sum new township and range values with untransformed section value to create 

unique value for each.  This will form the basis to join the township/range/section file to the 

access files.    

3.) Dissolve interior fragments of Minnesota township/range/section file.  

4.) Import appropriate Access files (e.g.: selected by year, separated by ownership type, or as 

appropriate for desired analysis.  See Access process appendix for details.)  It is important to 

query the database in Access prior to importation into the GIS system.  

5.) Right-click the TRS layer, and select “Join.” 

6.) Select by Attributes those rows which are populated by the join.  These are the sections of 

relevance to your analysis.  

7.) Save selected records as a layer; clear the selection in the original file and remove the join.  

Repeat until there are layers for each ownership group in each timestep. Using their acreage 

values, convert all polygon files to rasters.   

8.) The layers now represent a single timestep (only one year at a time should be selected from 

the access files, to avoid double-counting unique TRS combinations).   By subtracting the unique 

timesteps, one can isolate areas of ownership change. However, because there may be areas 

which have no data in one year and data in another year, it is necessary to use a nested CON 

statement in the Single Output Map Algebra to capture those areas of no data and set them equal 

to zero.  I have used the expression  

 

Con(IsNull([input file of acreages]), 0, [input file of acreages]) 

 

Which will return a value of zero if the ownership file has an area of nodata, and will replace the 

value with its original value, if it has a value.  Repeat for all files.  

9.)  The files are now ready to be subtracted from one another.  The earlier date should be 

subtracted from the later date, so that the resulting file shows positive values where the 

ownership type gained acreage and negative values where the ownership type lost acreage.  
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Appendix 3:  Python Model of Raster Analysis 
# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

# MaskingModel.py 

# Created on: Wed Mar 14 2007 09:40:31 PM 

#   (generated by ArcGIS/ModelBuilder) 

# --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

# Import system modules 

import sys, string, os, arcgisscripting 

 

# Create the Geoprocessor object 

gp = arcgisscripting.create() 

 

# Check out any necessary licenses 

gp.CheckOutExtension("spatial") 

 

# Load required toolboxes... 

gp.AddToolbox("C:/Program Files/ArcGIS/ArcToolbox/Toolboxes/Spatial Analyst Tools.tbx") 

 

 

# Local variables... 

PCorp06_0 = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCorp06_0" 

PCorp06_Msk = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCorp06_Msk" 

Rec_eli0_proj = "Rec_eli0_proj" 

PCorp96_0 = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCorp96_0" 

PCorti96_0 = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCorti96_0" 

PCort06_0 = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCort06_0" 

PNipf06_0 = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PNipf06_0" 

PNipf96_0 = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PNipf96_0" 

PTrt06_0 = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\ptrt06_0" 

PTrt96_0 = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\ptrt96_0" 

PUnk96_0 = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\punk96_0" 

PCorp96_Msk = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCorp96_Msk" 

proj_cort96 = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_cort96" 

PCort96_Msk = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCort96_Msk" 

Rec_eli0_proj__2_ = "Rec_eli0_proj" 

PCort06_Msk = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCort06_Msk" 

PNipf06_Msk = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PNipf06_Msk" 

Rec_eli0_proj__3_ = "Rec_eli0_proj" 

PNipf96_Msk = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PNipf96_Msk" 

PTrt06_Msk = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PTrt06_Msk" 

rec_eli0_proj__4_ = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\rec_eli0_proj" 

PTrt96_Msk = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PTrt96_Msk" 

PUnk06_0 = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\punk06_0" 

PUnk06_Msk = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PUnk06_Msk" 

Rec_eli0_proj__5_ = "Rec_eli0_proj" 

PUnk96_Msk = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PUnk96_Msk" 

PUnk0696Diff = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PUnk0696Diff" 

PTrt0696Diff = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PTrt0696Diff" 

PNipf0696Diff = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PNipf0696Diff" 

PCort0696Diff = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCort0696Diff" 

PCorp0696Diff = "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCorp0696Diff" 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (9)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con (IsNull(Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_unk96) , 0, 

Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_unk96)", PUnk96_0, "") 
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# Process: Extract by Mask (10)... 

gp.ExtractByMask_sa(PUnk96_0, Rec_eli0_proj__5_, PUnk96_Msk) 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (10)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con (IsNull(Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_unk06) , 0, 

Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_unk06)", PUnk06_0, "") 

 

# Process: Extract by Mask (9)... 

gp.ExtractByMask_sa(PUnk06_0, Rec_eli0_proj__5_, PUnk06_Msk) 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (11)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\punk06_msk - Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\punk96_msk", 

PUnk0696Diff, "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PUnk96_Msk;Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PUnk06_Msk") 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (8)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con (IsNull(Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_trt96) , 0, 

Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_trt96)", PTrt96_0, "") 

 

# Process: Extract by Mask (8)... 

gp.ExtractByMask_sa(PTrt96_0, rec_eli0_proj__4_, PTrt96_Msk) 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (7)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con (IsNull(Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_trt06) , 0, 

Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_trt06)", PTrt06_0, "") 

 

# Process: Extract by Mask (7)... 

gp.ExtractByMask_sa(PTrt06_0, rec_eli0_proj__4_, PTrt06_Msk) 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (12)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\ptrt06_msk - Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\ptrt96_msk", 

PTrt0696Diff, "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PTrt96_Msk;Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PTrt06_Msk") 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (6)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con (IsNull(Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_nipf96) , 0, 

Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_nipf96)", PNipf96_0, "") 

 

# Process: Extract by Mask (6)... 

gp.ExtractByMask_sa(PNipf96_0, Rec_eli0_proj__3_, PNipf96_Msk) 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (5)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con (IsNull(Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_nipf06) , 0, 

Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_nipf06)", PNipf06_0, "") 

 

# Process: Extract by Mask (5)... 

gp.ExtractByMask_sa(PNipf06_0, Rec_eli0_proj__3_, PNipf06_Msk) 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (13)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\pnipf06_msk - Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\pnipf96_msk", 

PNipf0696Diff, "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PNipf96_Msk;Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PNipf06_Msk") 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (4)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con (IsNull(Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_corti06) , 0, 

Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_corti06)", PCort06_0, "") 

 

# Process: Extract by Mask (4)... 
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gp.ExtractByMask_sa(PCort06_0, Rec_eli0_proj__2_, PCort06_Msk) 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (3)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con (IsNull(Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_cort96) , 0, 

Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_cort96)", PCorti96_0, "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_cort96") 

 

# Process: Extract by Mask (3)... 

gp.ExtractByMask_sa(PCorti96_0, Rec_eli0_proj__2_, PCort96_Msk) 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (14)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\pcort06_msk - Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\pcort96_msk", 

PCort0696Diff, "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCort06_Msk;Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCort96_Msk") 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (2)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con (IsNull(Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_corp96) , 0, 

Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_corp96)", PCorp96_0, "") 

 

# Process: Extract by Mask (2)... 

gp.ExtractByMask_sa(PCorp96_0, Rec_eli0_proj, PCorp96_Msk) 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Con (IsNull(Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_corp06) , 0, 

Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\proj_corp06)", PCorp06_0, "") 

 

# Process: Extract by Mask... 

gp.ExtractByMask_sa(PCorp06_0, Rec_eli0_proj, PCorp06_Msk) 

 

# Process: Single Output Map Algebra (15)... 

gp.SingleOutputMapAlgebra_sa("Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\pcorp06_msk - Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\pcorp96_msk", 

PCorp0696Diff, "Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCorp96_Msk;Z:\\MP\\GIS_Analysis\\PCorp06_Msk") 

 


